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Examination of Students’ Small Groups Discussion in Argumentation Process: Scientific and Socio-Scientific Issues

Esra Kabatas Memis, Ebru Ezbereci Cevik

Abstract

The purpose of this study was to examine processes experienced by students of different achievement levels in small group discussions in argumentation applications conducted in scientific and socio-scientific issues. Case study which is a qualitative research design was used for the study. In this line, a success test including mechanical subjects comprising multiple-choice and open-ended questions was applied to students by researches in the beginning of semester. Looking at points taken from the success test, student levels (high, medium and low) were determined and groups were formed in accordance with these levels. One group was selected from each level representing that level, and processes experienced by discussions relating to scientific issue as well as socio-scientific issue were individually examined. Study group consisted of 10 preservice teachers having education in Department of Science Teaching. Voice records of both issues were taken during student discussions and analyzed by transcription. Codes prepared by the researchers (cause-effect relationship, using clues, proposing suggestions, prediction, deduction etc.) were combined under certain categories and entitled. As a consequence, it was revealed that students were more effective in supporting argumentation process in non-scientific issue with respect to scientific issue; and in terms of evaluation, metacognition and process management, students were more effective in scientific issue with respect to non-scientific issue. Moreover, it was seen that students were more effective in non-scientific issue with respect to scientific issue in scientific process skills. When student-student questions were examined, there were more questions in scientific issue in the low-level; and there were more questions in non-scientific issue in the medium level.

Introduction

Argumentation applications are a part of targets of constructivist science classes and are based on social constructivism (Jiménez-Aleixandre, 2007). Argumentation is a discourse form regarded as important in education (Kuhn, 1993). It may be expressed as a discourse form in which individuals determine their locations, defend a situation with claims and evidences, and express potential arguments (Anderman & Anderman, 2009). Argumentation represents a process in which propositions are supported, justified and proved. It is the basic thought in this process to reveal a justified result and to attempt to prove this result (Norris, Phillips & Osborne, 2008). Argumentation in science enables revealing inconsistencies between thought and evidences and eliminating them (Berland & Hammer, 2012). Due to these reasons, argumentation should be rendered as a part of science and should be integrated into science education (Erduran & Jiménez-Aleixandre, 2007). Science education programs (National Research Council [NRC], 1996; Ministry of National Education [MNE],2013) highlight the necessity of improving skills in discussion in scientific or socio-scientific issues, performing analyses and making knowledge-based decisions by students, and study based on argumentation places the inquiry in center.

Students should be given opportunities to attend in applications of science in learning environments along with argumentation (Sampson, Enderle & Grooms, 2013). Argumentation is not a beneficial skill only for science education, school courses, and scientific issues. It may also be used in every field as a key skill requiring answering questions with claims supported with evidences. Thus, inquiry based models in education are more than memorizing truths about science, rather a platform in which students learn argumentation skills to understand and explore natural world (Hand & Schoerning, 2012).
Argumentation normally comprises relevant assumptions relating to a problem and results thereof. Determination of advantages and disadvantages of a subject to reach certain results requires determination of confictions on the subject. Argumentation helps students to constitute strong content knowledge and provides context for deepening knowledge (Anderman & Anderman, 2009). In processes of deepening knowledge, students attempt to understand the reasons instead of simply accepting a situation. Students go beyond simply expressing a text or speech, and can provide a more complex and interrelated knowledge. Thus, knowledge gets more meaningful for students.

Argumentation is regarded as an important education for life and, when applied, value and importance thereof are revealed. Individuals attempt to solve a problem in argumentation process, examine a subject deeply and arrive at a decision by discussing together (Kuhn, 2005). Thusly, structuring of knowledge is enabled by paying attention to claims within the scope of alternatives (Anderman & Anderman, 2009). During this argumentation process, students reply claims of others with their own claims and adverse claims, provide explanations, pose questions and feel the requirement of proving the opposite by refuting alternative ideas. When students pose questions about what they want to learn, they are more aware of what they do not know or astonished/surprised by this. Posing questions to themselves and their peers has a role as a “thought-initiator” and metacognition or epistemic tool, thereby structuring their thoughts (Chin & Osborne, 2010). While individuals perform these activities, they have dialogue with peers, their teachers and sometimes with themselves to assess claims and evidences (Anderman & Anderman, 2009).

Argumentation may be used in constituting and testing explanatory bases of knowledge as a teaching tool to improve learning. These processes are effective in improving thinking skills (Felton & Khun, 2007). Argumentation helps students to fill blanks in understanding, questioning claim and evidences, and considering other points of view (Anderman & Anderman, 2009). Kuhn (1993) stated that it was important that educators were present in discussion environments and allocated time for these discussion environments in class. Moreover, Kuhn (1993) highlighted that argumentation might be in inner/individual form in which individual could discuss by themselves and could arrange a series of thoughts in proving a claim and external/social form is a process in which two or more individuals discussed with the other. From this point of view, individual-form argumentation is a product, and a process in social form (Kuhn, 1993). Along with recent developments, argumentation theory shows that argument is a social field (Driver, Newton & Osborne, 2000). Education programs should incorporate not only cognitive models but also social and cultural fields to improve argumentation processes. Hence, students gain social skills with argumentation applications in education (Driver, Newton & Osborne, 2000). In order to do it, in this study applications were associated with scientific and socio-scientific issues.

Recently, argumentation has gained an important support in favor of inquiry learning. Inquiry Learning is an educational activity requiring taking positions in gathering information about the world by scientists. Students directly involve in their own research activities such as formulating hypotheses, designing experiments to test them, gathering information and writing their results (Keselman, 2003). Thus, they actively participate in acquisition of knowledge (de Jong & van Joolingen, 1998). Inquiry Learning can be expressed as an educational activity in which a series of virtual or real facts are searched individually or as a group and in which results are acquired and written, and their causes and effects are determined (Kuhn, Black, Keselman & Kaplan, 2000). Furthermore, natural world is used as a teaching strategy in catching the spirit of development of spirit and scientific inquiry (Bybee, 2004). Inquiry provides opportunities to make explanations and research for conceptualization of a problem in science education and its answer (NRC, 2000). This inquiry based education is regarded as important in raising effective 21st century individuals who are problem-solvers, and have communication and thinking skills (MNE, 2013).

Scientific inquiry is closely related with scientific processes as well as being directly contributive to improvement of skills such as making observations, inferences, classifications, predictions, measurements, inquiry, interpretation and analysis of data. In scientific inquiry, socio-scientific issues may be used in supporting perceptions and reaching success in line with scientific literacy target (Lederman, Antink & Bartos, 2012). Abd-El-Khalick (2003) stated that what was experienced by students in decision-making processes in socio-scientific subject-based learning environments was similar to processes experienced by confirmation of scientific information. These issues may be complicated, be controversial, not have one absolute right answer, be based on explanation and be open-ended (Sadler, 2004). Socio-scientific issues are current and authentic situations having a scientific base and a great importance for society (Ekborg, Ottander, Silfver & Simon, 2013). Socio-scientific issues (for example, climate change, gene therapy, nuclear power, biological issues, etc.) are open ended social problems and strongly associated with science. Scientific information and inquiry applications may be used in negotiating socio-scientific issues. Tytler (2012) stated that modern science
knowledge may also comprise unclear and complex socio-scientific issues. Socio-scientific issues, inquiry and negotiation enable integration of scientific concepts and processes with social structure and applications, thereby forming a strong context (Sadler, Barab & Scott, 2007).

Socio-scientific inquiry has three main components as participation in story, structuring of writing and scientific inquiry (Barab et al., 2007). Socio-scientific inquiry contributes to interpretation of socio-scientific story/narrative/events and skills for understanding charts, tables and diagrams comprising interpretation of scientific writings. It gives clues about epistemologies of individuals via complexity and dynamics in socio-scientific problems conceptualized by individuals (Barab et al., 2007).

Scientific and socio-scientific issues can be used in argumentation studies. Students provide active participation in inquiry/argumentation process within the frame of these issues, they act like scientists in this process (Abd-El-Khalick, 2003; de Jong & van Joolingen, 1998; Keselman, 2003). Furthermore, it provides important gains in line with purposes of scientific conceptualization and scientific literacy (Lederman, Antink & Bartos, 2014; Sadler, Barab & Scott, 2007). In studies based on socio-scientific issues, it was highlighted that it helped students understand science concepts better (Klosterman & Sadler, 2010), helped in improvement of a positive attitude of students towards science by making learning attractive and it positively affected epistemologies (Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum & Callahan, 2009). It is also similar in scientific issues centered argumentation applications. It was stated that it helped in better learning and making sense of scientific concepts by students (Hand, Wallace & Yang, 2004; Schroeder, 2008; Kabataş Memiş, 2014) and progression of metacognitive thinking (Grimberg, 2008; Kabataş Memiş & Seven, 2015) and development of positive attitude of students towards science (Hand, Wallace & Yang, 2004). Thus, two issues were determined in this study as scientific and socio-scientific issue. Small group discussions reflecting perceptions of members of groups (Young & Henquinet, 2000) determined within the scope of these issues were examined in terms of different achievement levels experienced in the argumentation process.

Method

In this research aiming to examine experiences in the argumentation processes of the students in the scientific and socio-scientific issues, the case study was based as one of qualification research patterns. The case study method includes deep examination of a single situation or event instead of examining limited number of variables and following certain rules (Davey, 1991). Case studies are ways to look what really happens in environments, systematically collecting data, analyzing and revealing results thereof. In this study, assessment of the argumentation process performed in the scientific and socio-scientific issues in terms of the different achievement levels was realized.

Participant

The study was conducted with 25 prospective teachers having education in Science Education of an intermediate-scale university in north of Turkey in fall semester of 2013-2014 academic years. Students determined small groups to study on their own in the beginning of semester without any teacher interference. Seven different groups were formed, each comprising 3 or 4 students. Three different groups (totally 10 students) were selected and constructed working group of this study. The working group was determined by purposive sampling method. The reason behind the preference of this method was the advantage of incorporation of the most appropriate groups for purpose of study into the study (Balcı, 2013; Çepni,2014). Furthermore, while working in collaboration, the students were asked to create their own groups to prevent the process from negative effects of binary relations.

Groups’ Achievement Level

Mechanics subject-based success test was applied prior to application to determine mechanics subject-based achievement levels of the students. There are 28 multiple-choice and 7 concept questions in the test prepared by researchers. The test questions were selected as appropriate for levels of students from different sources and examinations made by ÖSYM (ÖSS and ÖSYS). For provision of scope and structure validity, expert opinions in physics and language fields were taken and required corrections were made on the test. Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient of the test was determined as .71. Answer keys were formed for concept questions and concept questions were graded by masking student names by an expert in their fields independent of researchers.
Distribution of questions in the achievement test in accordance with cognitive steps is given in indication table (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Synthesis</th>
<th>Evaluated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>8, 11, 12, 15, 18, A3, A4</td>
<td>9, 13, 14, 16, 17</td>
<td>10, A5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force</td>
<td>4, 11, A1</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Motion</td>
<td>19, 20, 21, 22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projectile Motion</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>A6, A7</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>26, 27, 28, 29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Multiple-choice question in success test was shown with numbers (1, 2, 3…) and open-ended questions as A1, A2,…etc.

Achievement levels of student groups were determined based on points taken from mechanics subject-based success test. Study of Akkuş, Günel and Hand (2007) was taken as reference on determination of the achievement levels. Taking averages and standard deviations of points taken from the test for achievement levels into consideration, groups with low achievement level (≤1 (4) SD and below), medium achievement level (X−1(4) SD, X+1(4) SD ) and high achievement level (X−1(4) SD and upper) were defined. In this context, it may be expressed that 3 groups were in low achievement level, 2 groups in medium achievement level and 2 groups in high achievement level. Groups randomly selected from each achievement level was examined within the scope of this study. There were totally three students (2 male, 1 female) in low achievement level, four students (3 female, 1 male) in medium achievement level and three students (3 female) in high achievement level examined within the scope of study. This achievement level is considered to form the study groups. In this study researchers grouped students in such a way.

**Argumentation Applications**

Students have carried out science laboratory applications within the period of applications as appropriate for argumentation. In these applications, students experienced preparing questions, making experiments, forming claims and evidences one by one. On doing so, students performed small group discussions. Afterwards, large group discussions were made by sharing claims and evidences with the whole class. Within the scope of this study, small group discussions were carried out for socio-scientific (biological-based) and scientific (horizontal force) issue. Based on the SWH approach student template, the applications in a course are basically stated below. In both scientific and socio-scientific issues, students followed this process.

- Students prepared their own questions (Beginning ideas - What are my questions?)
- Students made experiments in small group discussions (Tests - What did I do?)
- Students formed claims using observation and experiments (Observations - What did I see? and Claims - What can I claim?)
- Students supported their claims with evidences (Evidence - How do I know? Why am I making these claims?)
- Students presented these claims and evidences to the other classmates in large group discussions.

Socio-scientific issues are issues that are complicated, open-ended, mostly controversial, and not having one absolute right answer (Sadler, 2004). These issues represent social conflicts comprising science (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005). The text prepared for the socio-scientific issue of the argumentation application within the scope of the study was individually distributed to the students. After reading of the text by the students, they were asked to solve the problem in their groups. In the small group discussions, the students were expected to provide claims for the solution of the problem and support their claims with evidences given within the text. The given text comprised, as Sadler (2004) stated, a socio-scientific issue which did not have one absolute answer, was controversial and did not have only one right answer, was based on healthy life and balanced nutrition. Within
the scope of this study, it was examined that experiences of students in not only scientific but also socio-
scientific issues in argumentation applications.

The researcher took the role of a guide when the students had trouble in understanding the scientific process
with the aid of auxiliary questions by enabling them to think of different dimensions. While doing so, the
teacher incorporated questions such as why, what for and how. Moreover, the teacher guided them with
questions when the students had trouble. Also, the researcher incorporated questions to enable negotiation
initiation and continuation of the students in this period. The students searched different dimensions of the issue
different groups. Afterwards, each of the groups presented to the other groups and the researcher what
questions they tested, what kind of way they proceeded in, what were claims and evidences formed, and thus
carried out large group discussions. As in the small group discussions, researcher enabled thinking, negotiating,
and making inquiries by student by asking questions such as “Do/don’t you agree with what our friends say?,
and “Why?” in the whole class discussions. Sometimes he/she encouraged the students to ask questions.

The scientific issue was the issue of “horizontal force”. The students tried to find questions for questions
determined by them within the scope of this issue. The students performed their experiments on sub-subjects of
force effect, friction force, factors affecting friction force relating to the force subject. Experiment arrangements
for their own questions were prepared, and the students formed claims using observation and experiments. They
supported their claims with evidences. They conducted these applications in small group discussions having the
teacher as the guide. Then, they presented what they did, their claims and evidences to the other classmates in
large group discussions. As in the socio-scientific issues, the teacher involved in the process by mostly helping
reasoning.

Data Analysis

Voice records of the group were taken during the small group discussions. The recordings were made with
permission form the students. These voice records were then decrypted and transformed into a written document
on a computer medium. In assessment of the data in this study, discourse analysis was used. Discourse analysis
is a method enabling the understanding of what is going on within the class from the dimensions of both the
teacher and the students by means of deep examination of spontaneous (without researcher interference)
conversations within the class and texts of these conversations.

In this study, written documents representing the process carried out in small groups. Coding in the study was
performed considering argumentation process experienced by the students. Written documents were firstly
independently coded by each researcher, and then codings were compared and differences between the codings
were eliminated. Certain themes were formed after the coding. The themes were determined considering the
process experienced in small groups (inquiry, justification, explanation, persuasion, cause-effect relationship,
peer education, comprehension control, etc.). The themes determined are scientific process skills, evaluation,
advanced level thinking, process management, argumentation process support and student-student questions.

Threats to Internal Validity

Possible threats to internal validity and the methods used to tolerate them were discussed below:

To control location threat, the researcher kept location the same for all groups. Thus, all groups had the
application and tests at the same place. Mortality threat was controlled in this research study because there was
no missing participants during the application. To control instrumentation, the test questions were presented in
multiple-choice form. Therefore, instrument decay was eliminated by scoring procedure. Besides, voice redors
were essay type, but it was used coding procedure from the literature review. So, this threat was controlled
completely.

Results

The codes formed as a result of analyses of dialogues within small group discussions performed for two weeks
by the students were combined and six different themes were formed. These themes are scientific process skills,
evaluation, metacognitive thinking, process management, argumentation process supporting and student-student
questions. In Chart 1, formed themes and total code numbers of groups of high, medium, low achievement level
relating to scientific and socio-scientific issues are present. While presenting students' statement, students in each group were coded both using group symbol (High: H, Medium: M and Low: L) and number (1, 2, 3, ... etc). For instance, H1 represent high achievement level first student.

Chart 1. Results of three different groups about the themes

**Theme 1. Scientific Process Skills**

Scientific process skills theme consists of codes of “measurement, classification, observation, classification, prediction, inference, variable control, determination of variables, interpretation/argument, deduction, revealing of data, making references, exhibiting references to an authority, comparison, planning experiment arrangement, using pre-knowledge, explanation (communication)”. When Chart 1 was examined, it was seen that the students in low and high achievement levels conducted situations reflecting scientific process skills better with respect to the scientific issue. As the opposite in the group of medium achievement level, the students incorporated statements in the scientific issue reflecting scientific process skills more than the socio-scientific issue.

Table 1. Coding samples relating to scientific process skills theme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Coding Samples</th>
<th>“Statement relating to code” / code / students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>“This is our glass. We thought it would break, but it may not. I think it will probably be broken” / prediction / H3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>The object go once pulled. It can go forever” / deduction / M4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>We said gravity force exists, and there is a reaction force against it” / variable control / L3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-scientific</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Is it possible? Can he throw himself on the glass?” / argument/ H1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Maybe he is schizophrenic, he did it himself. ” /interpretation/M2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>The guy is paranoid and very rich, he may have enemies /prediction /L1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On comparison of the groups of three different achievement levels, the students of high achievement level mostly incorporated such statements in the socio-scientific issue and the students of medium achievement level in the scientific issue while it is experienced the least commonly in the group of low achievement level in both issues. With the change applied in 2013, it was aimed to develop scientific process and life skills of students in a program arranged as a science-teaching program as well as developing scientific thinking habits with socio-scientific issues (MNE, 2013). In this context, teaching of scientific and socio-scientific issues with argumentation-based application may be stated to be effective in the development of scientific process skills in students. Coding samples of the groups are given in Table 1.
Theme 2. Evaluation

When dialogues of the students in the small group discussions were examined, it was determined that there were statements representing the codes of “evaluation, self-evaluation and peer evaluation”. An evaluation theme was formed combining these codes. When Chart 1 was examined, it was remarkable that the students in all three achievement levels incorporated evaluation statements in the scientific issue with respect to the socio-scientific issue more. The students in high achievement level incorporated evaluation statements in socio-scientific issues more with respect to the students in the other two achievement levels; however, no evaluation statement was detected in student dialogues in low achievement level. Looking from this angle, as Alaçam-Akşit (2011) stated, the students may be said to be insufficient in making evaluation. Coding samples of the groups are indicated in Table 2.

Table 2. Coding samples relating to evaluation theme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Coding Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>“I don’t remember the net force.” / self-evaluation / H₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>“You didn’t pull fast. You pulled fast here.” / peer evaluation / M₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>“That’s what we said. There is gravity force downwards, there is an opposite reaction force.” / evaluation / L₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-scientific</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>“You scrutinize it. Because the man may have eaten little or a lot according to his hunger status.” / peer evaluation / H₁</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>“Either sometime broke in from the window by hitting on the glass or he broke the window, then killed himself.” / evaluation / M₂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theme 3. Supporting Argumentation Process

For argumentation process supporting theme, “claim, evidence, rebuttal, justification, inquiry, persuasion, non-adoption-resistance, cause-effect” codes were combined. As discussions occurred during the socio-scientific issues enable the suggestion of different opinions, along with being beneficial for the argument (Simonneaux, 2007), the argumentation based inquiry approach is effective in explaining and making sense of science concepts of students in the scientific issues and experiencing the scientific discussion (Akkuş et al., 2007). When results relating to argumentation process supporting theme in Chart 1 were examined, it was seen that students in all three achievement levels experienced a situation such as inquiry, cause-effect, resistance, persuasion, using justified statements and refutation (of himself and his peers) in the socio-scientific issue with respect to scientific issue. While the students of high and medium achievement levels incorporated such statements in similar ratios, the students of low achievement level incorporated such statements less than the other two groups. Coding samples of the groups are seen in Table 3.

Table 3. The coding examples of the theme for supporting the argumentation process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Coding Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>“It is impossible. Look what Songül says. F- fs =fnet oh! Fnet... the one which is 120” / rebuttal / H₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>“There is no risk for our comparison as the weight is identical, the same thing is happening” / cause-effect / M₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>“It is not like that, it has a friction coefficient.” / rebuttal / L₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-scientific</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>“He fired his servant.” / evidence / H₂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>“If he is thinking in that way, he would not leave the knife.” / rebuttal / M₃</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>A knife with blood thereon. / evidence / L₂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theme 4. Metacognition

Metacognition theme was created by combining the themes of “indecision, showing empathy, awareness raising and decision making”. It was seen that when the chart was examined the statements which supported metacognition such as indecision, awareness raising decision-making were experienced maximally in the group that was in the high achievement level in scientific issue. It was understood that this group was followed by the
students who were in the medium achievement level while the students who were in the low achievement level used such statements. It was seen that the groups were approximately equal in social-scientific issue. In this respect it was specified that the argumentation process supported metacognition usage of the students. Furthermore, it could be specified that when the relationship between the socio-scientific issues and the science education was considered, socio-scientific issues were important in understanding the advanced level thinking, discussion skills, scientific argumentation, inquiry based learning and the nature of science according to the needs of students (Nuangchalerm, 2010, s.36). The coding examples of each group are provided in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Coding Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>“I think this... how do I...” / indecision / H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>“It means it is changing” / awareness / M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>“I wonder if we apply less force or we get used to it.” / indecision / L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-scientific</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>“And also under the table... if servant killed why did he put it under the table” / indecision / H1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>“Well, yes because he thinks like that, he sees like that, doesn’t he...” / awareness / M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>“It is ok then let’s go to this way” / making decision / L2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Theme 5. Management Process**

A process management theme was created by combining the codes of giving instruction, peer education, proposal/alternative suggestion, giving consent, asking for a proposal, using clues, giving clues, comprehension control and peer support. It was seen that when the chart 1 was examined the statements reflecting the process management theme were seen more in the scientific issue compared to socio-scientific issue. On the basis of groups in scientific issue the students in the high achievement level were the ones who used the statements relating to the process management maximally while this was encountered minimally in the students in the low achievement level. In socio-scientific issue the students who were in the high and medium achievement level used these statements in a similar ratio while these statements were used minimally in the group in the low achievement level. The coding examples of the groups are provided in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Coding Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>“I agree that this is good.” / peer support / H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>For example should those have the same size, right? / asking for consent / giving consent / M3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>“L3! Look at the coefficients of the friction force or something like that / giving instruction / L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-scientific</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>“He was also saying that there has been a blood y knife, right?” / giving consent / H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Yes, I also think the same thing / peer support / peer support / M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>“If we eliminate the trauma, then we can say he died because of cuts” / suggesting alternative / L1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Theme 6. Student-Student Questions**

Students’ questions were coded as low level (comprising short answers such as yes/no) questions and medium level (requiring explanation) questions. It was specified that the questions functioned as a basis during the process such as inquiry, discussing and decision making about an issue (Hand, 2008), and the students were required to ask qualified questions in order to create a question-claim-evidence triad. It was seen that when student-student questions were examined in chart 1 high level questions were used more in scientific issue whereas medium level questions were used more in socio-scientific issue. The students in the high achievement level used low level questions quite a lot in scientific issue and similarly, in socio-scientific issue low level questions were used more than the medium level questions. When the groups of medium and low level were examined (see chart 1) it was understood that a similar situation was experienced and the students used more
low level questions than the medium level questions. The coding examples of the groups are provided in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Coding Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>“Is it m times a?” / low level question / H₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>“Do you know?” / low level question / M₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>“Does the friction force have less impact after it is applied?” / medium level question / L₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-scientific</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>“Could he do this with panic?” / low level question / H₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>“But then how did he handle the fingerprints?” / medium level question / M₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>“How do we find without saying anything about the position of the chair and the table because the smallest hair can be an evident?” / medium level question / L₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

When the research results were considered it was seen that the students who were in high achievement level were more active in scientific issue (horizontal force), evaluation and process management. In scientific process skills and argumentation process supporting themes the students who were in medium achievement level executed this process more often while the ratios used by the students who were in different achievement level in the high-level thinking were close to each other. In this respect it could be specified that the argumentation applications performed by the students who were in different achievement level in scientific issue played an important role in small group discussions. It was determined that in the research carried out by Akkus et al. (2007) taking into consideration the achievement level the applications of argumentation based inquiry approach had a positive effect on the students’ achievement. In similar studies in the literature it was specified that argumentation based inquiry approach had a positive effect on explanation of science concepts/conceptual understanding for the students (Keys, Hand, Prain & Collins, 1999; Kingır, Geban & Günel, 2012).

On the other hand it was seen that when socio-scientific issue was considered, scientific process skills, evaluation and high-level thinking were experienced more often by the students in the high achievement level compared to the students in the medium achievement level whereas these were experienced more often by the students in the medium achievement level compared to the students in the lower achievement level. In the argumentation process supporting theme and process management it was detected that the students in the medium achievement level were more active. It was said that socio-scientific issue was a broad term which encompassed STS (science-technology-society) and required taking into consideration the ethical aspects of science and moral conditions and affective development of a child (Zeidler et al., 2002). Socio-scientific issues which were assumed as an important approach in the science education had a functional role in understanding the science concepts, argumentation skill development, critical thinking, inquiry development and decision making skills, and moral/ethic value adding (Molinatti, Girault, & Hammond, 2010; Sadler & Zeidler, 2005; Zeidler vd., 2002). Metacognition is an important factor in raising individuals who are aware of their own mental process and learn more consciously (Çakrroğlu, 2007). The studies indicate that inquiry applications in which the argumentation is used are efficient for students to develop high-level thinking skills and to learn and implement the science (Hand,Prain &Wallace, 2002; Hand, Wallace & Yang, 2004; Keys, Hand, Prain & Collins, 1999).

Another theme in the study was student-student questions. With reference to student-student questions low level questions were used in scientific issue whereas medium-level questions were used in socio-scientific issue. When the students’ dialogs were considered in the environments in which the inquiry process was experienced in this process it was important that students asked questions to each other in terms of understanding inquiry that was inherent for the science (Hofstein, Navon, Kipnis, & Mamlok-Naaman, 2005). In addition, asking question helps to direct the different dialogs in order to solve the problems encountered (Aguiar, Mortimer & Scott,
2010). Blonder (2007) who focused on the questioning behaviors of the high school students interested in the research-inquiry reported that asking question helped student to reach a certain purpose and to be successful in lessons in which these questions were created. A similar situation was seen in this study. Because as students asked more questions they might experience much more guidance, inquiry and criticizing, and they can get result more readily. During this process with the applications within the triad of question-claim-evidence in the class, the students used and developed their thinking skills much better (Kana, 2014). Besides small and big group discussions were important for students to express themselves and to get different point of views by asking questions to each other.

According to the results obtained, it can be said argumentation skill were important in terms of inquiry development, critical thinking, decision making etc. In the science curriculum for primary schooling the relevance of the use of argumentation is emphasized in the adopted strategies and methods (MNE, 2013). Besides, one of the inquiry learning process in the curriculum focuses on the creating argument. On the other hand, in many important exams, such as in the PISA report, argumentation is included (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 2001). In this sense, skill to assess claim and evidence were particular importance. In the present study, it was seen that emphasizing the importance of this, applying the argumentation practices in teaching in both scientific and socio-scientific issues are necessary.

Generally, it was concluded that during the process all applications based on socio-scientific issue along with the scientific issue contributed to the development of argumentation skill of the students in all levels. As the sciences in which the argumentation skill were important in terms of raising science-literate individuals were highlighted in the education program it could be suggested that socio-scientific issue could be used more along with scientific issue to develop such skills in the program (MNE, 2013). In addition it is thought that the seminars (along with exemplary applications) which will be held for the teachers in this issue will enable this approach to be used more often by the teachers.
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